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A dual approach in optimizing threshold probabilities

Seiichi Iwamoto and Takayuki Ueno

                            Abstract
  We consider a threshold probability optimization problem over controlled Markov
chains. The problem is which class of policies we optimize the threshold probabil-

ity in and how we find an optimal policy. This paper formulates the optimization
problem in general (large) class and presents a pair of primal and dual methods. A

primal method is based upon state-expansion with cumulative rewards up to date
and a dual is with threshold Ievels for the remaining process. We derive duality
theorem and consistency theorem, which show that optimal solutions characterize
each other. Further a typical model with Bellman and Zadeh's data is illustrated.

1 Introduction

Since Bellman and Zadeh [3],there has been a broad study on fuzzy decision theory and
its applications ( [4,6,17-19] and others). They have originated deterministic, stochastic

and fuzzy systems on multistage decision processes in fuzzy environment [3, g4,5]. We

focus on the stochastic system.

   It is well known that there exists an optimal policy which is Markov for additive
criterion over Markov decision processes ( [8,21] and others). In fact, an optimal solution

is easily derived by solving the recursive equation, which turns out to be valid because of

linearity of expectation operator for additive criterion. However, as for minimum criterion

- a nonadditive one -, there does not always exist an optimal policy in Markov (smalip

class. The linearity'is of no use for nonadditive criteria. Then the problem is how we
obtain a valid recursive formula for nonadditive criteria, which constitutes a wide class of

associative criteria.

   Recently Iwamoto has shown that an optimal policy exists for minimum criterion in
geneTal (large? class [9-16]. The method is an invariant imbedding [1,2,20,22,23] based

upon state expansion in stochastic optimization.

   In this paper, we consider the "threshold probability" criterion over controlled Markov
chains. Our problem is twofold: (1) which class of policies we optimize the threshold prob-

ability in and (2) how we find optimal policy. This paper formulates the optimization prob-

lem in general class and proposes a pair primal and dual methods. A key idea of primal

method is an observation that the reward accumulation is additive. The primal method
translates the reward-accumulation process into one additional state-transformation. It
is also important to observe that the threshold-level process is subtractive. The dual
method translates the threshold-level process into the other.
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   In Section 2 we describe the problem and a formulation. In Section 3 a primal method
is presented. We show how the original controlled Markov chain is reduced to an equivalent

controlled Markov chain on expanded state spaces with past values. In Section 4 we
propose a dual method based upon state-expansion with future ones. In Section 5 we
give duality theorem and consistency theorem, which show that optimal solution of one
problem characterizes completely that of the other. Both methods yield the desired
(common) optimal solution for the original problem. Finally, in Section 6, a three-state

two-decision two-stage model with Bellman and Zadeh's data is illustrated.

2 DecisionProcesswithThresholdProbability
Throughout the paper, the following data is given :

      N ) 2 is an integer; the total niLmber of stages

      X = {Sl, S2,...,sl} iS a finite state space

      U = {al, a2,...,ak} is a finite action space

      r.:XxU -> Ri is an n-th reward function (O SnSN-1)
      k:X -> Ri is a terminal function

      cE Ri is a lower level

      p = {p(•1•,•)} is a Markov transition law

        :p(ylx,zL)liii:OV(x,ze,y)EXxUxX, 2p(ylx,zL)=1V(x,ze)EXxU

                                          yEX
       y N p(•lx,ze) denotes that next state y conditioned on state x and action u

       appears with probability p(ylx,iL).

   Let an IV-stage controlled Markov chain {(X.,U.)} on finite state space X and fi-

nite decision space U be under a Markov transition Iaw p. We maximize the threshold
probability that the total additive reward (random variable)

            ro(Xo, Uo) + ri(Xi, Ui) + ••• + rN-i(XN-i, UN-i) + k(XN)

is greater than or equal to a given lower level (constant) !.

   The problem is to how to find (optimal) policy which maximizes the threshold prob-
ability P(ro + ri +•••+ rN-i + k }2r !). We focus our attention on two view points. One

is concerned with policy classes where the optimization should be taken. The other is a

dual method which solve the threshold probability problems.
   Now let us introduce a large class of policies, which depend not only on today's state

but also on state-to-date. Let X" := XxXx•••xX be direct product of n state spaces
X. A mapping a. : Xn+i - U is called n-th generaZ decision function, whose sequence
a = {ao,ai,...,aN-i} is a general policy. The set of all general policies fig is called

general class. When each general decision function o. depends only on the last (== current)

state, the general policy reduces to a Markov policy T == {ro,Ti,...,TN-i}. Let n denote
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the set of all Markov policies. Then n c ng holds. We choose the general class ng as
policy class where optimization is taken, because of nonexistence of optimal policy in

Markovclassn. .
                   '   Now we consider the maximization problem ofthereshold probability over general class

                 Maximize P8,(ro+ri+•••+rN-i+k2!)
       Qo(xo) subjectto(i)nXn+1NP('IXn,ZLn)
                                                n = O, 1,...,N - 1
                           (ii)n iLnEU '
where P8, is the (discrete) probability measure on history space

                HN := XxUxXxUx•••xUxX (2N+1)-factors

determined uniquely through an initial state xo, the Markov transition law p and a general
policy a(E ng). (For a different formulation of threshold probability optimization, see
[5, 24] .)

   Any general policy o(E ll,) determines the threshold probability in Qo(xo), which is

a " partial" multiple sum:

              P8,(ro+ri +•••+rN-i +k l}r !) (1)
            = 2 2 •• •2 p(x,Ix,, zLo)p(`z],lx,, u,) •••p(xNlxN-,, uN-i)

               (xl,x2)...IxN)E(*)

where the domain (*) is the set of all (xi,x2,...,xN) E XN satisfying

         ro(Xo, ILo) + rl(Xl, 2Ll) +•••+ rN-1(XN-1, ILN-1) + k(5CN) }ll ! (2)

Here the sequence of decisions {zLo, iLi, ..., iLN-i} in (1),(2) is uniquely determined

through general policy a = {ao, •••, aN-i} :

       zLo = ao(xo), ILI = al(xo,xl), •••, zeN-1 = aN-1(xo,xl,•••,xN-1)•

  Thus our optimization problem is to find the optimum value fzenction vo : X -> Ri
defined by

                 vo(sco) := l\,la,,x,P8,(ro+'''+riv-i+k}ilc) (3)

and an optimal policy a E ng which attains the optimum value for all initial state:

              vo(xo) = P.6,(ro+•••+rN-i+k})s2) coEX. (4)
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3 PrimalApproach
In this section, we show that an optimal policy is obtained in general class through
optimization in one expanded Markov class. We transform the original problem Qo(xo)
with the fixed level g into an controlled Markov chain on new state space augmented with
past values [11].

   First let us introduce the sequence of additional one-dimensional state variables {A.}ff

called cumulative rewards :

                         Ao := O
                         An :== ro+ri+'''+rn-i•

This is equivalent to the sequential dynamics :

              (i)1 An+1=An+rn(Xn7zcn) n=:O,•••,N-1, Ao=O.

Then we have the terminal expression

                      ro• + ri +•••+ rN-i +k= AN + k.

This yields the same probability

             P(ro + ri +•••+ rN-i +k }l g) = P(AN + k(XN) ;lr !).

under appropriate conditions. Thus the introduction of cumulative rewards has converted
the additive threshold probability in Qo(xo) into the same terminal one.

   Second we define the sequence of cumulative reward sets {An} :

           Ao il211{AoiAo =O}

           A.4(A. A"'(.,',OÅíZO'2tO).+.-,,al.-r",)-iE(Xi<}gkibi.Ln-i).x.u) (s)

                                 n = 1,...,N.

Thus A. denotes the set of all possible cumulative rewards up to n-th stage i.e., for the

stage-interval [O,n). Then we have the forward recursive formula :

Lemma 3.1

           Ao - {O}
          An+i={A+r.(sc,ze)1AEA.,(x,u)EXxU}Of{nfE{N-1. (6)

   Finally we introduce a new controlled Markov chain on the expanded state spaces
{XXA.}8 . Here the state variables {(X.; A.)} behave such that the first component {X.}

obeys the original Markov transition law p and the second {A.} follows the deterministic

dynamics A.+i := A. + r.(x.,ze.). When the decision-maker chooses a decision u.(E U)
on (x.; A.)(E XxA.) at n-th stage, the next state random variable (X.+i; A.+i) will take
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(x.+i; )t.+i) with probability p(x.+ilx.,ze.) at (7ul)-st stage, where A.+i = A.+r.(cv.,zL.).

Thus this is expressed by a coupled dynamics (i)., (i)'. O S n S IV-1.

   Now we consider the problem of maximizing the terminal threshold probability on the

expanded Markov chain :

              Maximize Pa,,o(AN+k(XN))c)
   Po(xo,O) SUbjeCttO (i)nXn+1A'P('lxn,ILn)
                        (i)A An+1=An+Tn(Xn,2Ln),Ao==O n=O)•••,N-1
                        (ii)n iLnEU

We take Markov decision functions on the expanded state spaces

                      orn:XXAn in> U OSnS N-1•

The sequence of Markov decision functions or = {tyo,..., 7N-i} is called an expanded

Markov policy based upon cumulative rewards. We denote the set of all expanded Markov
policies by ii. For any expanded Markov policy or(E ii), threshold probability in Po(xo, O)

is expressed as the partial multiple sum :

             Pxor,,o(AN + k(XN) }ir !)

          =22•••2p(xilxo,zLo)p([v21xi,zei)•••p(xNlxN-i,iLN-i) (7)
            (xl,x2,...,xN)iAN+k(xN)2c

where the sequence of decisions in (7) is determined through or :

         lto = oro(xol Ao), ILI = or1(xlI AI), .••, zLiv-1 == orN-1(XN-1l AN-1)•

   Now we consider subprocess starting at n-th stage and terminated at N-th, which is
governed by an expanded Markov policy or = {or.,...,orN-i}. fi(n) denotes the set of all
such policies. In particular, fi(O) = fi. We note that the conditional terminal probability

of the event AN + k(XN) ;}r c under the constraint XN == xN becomes

         P(A""+k}lCIXN==XN)=(8 .At"h,+,.ki(,X,N)}}lC xNEX' '(8)

LNemma 3.2 We have for anyO S n g N-1, (xn;An) E XXAn and or == {tyn,•••7orN-i} E
n(n)

    Px7.,A.(AAr+k(XN)}21C) = 2Px'.'.,,A..i(AN+k(XN)}ll!)P(Xn+iIXn)Zen)

                            Xn+IGX

where

    An+1==An+rn, rn=rn(Xn)Zen)) Zen=orn(XnlAn), 'Yt={"Yn+1)•••)"YNml},

and P.7
.'

 ,A. :== P in (8? for "y = {'yN"i}.

                                - 23 -
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   Proof Itsuflicestonotethat

   22 ''' 2 p(xn+ilxn,zLn)p(xn+21xn+i,2Ln+i)'''p(xNlxN-i,zLN-i)

(Xn+1,Xn+2,•••,XN);AN+le(Xlv)}il!

= 2 [22'•' ]E) p(xn+21xn+i,iLh+i)'''p(xNlxN-i,itN-i)lp(xn+ilxn',zen)

 xn+IEX L(xn+2,••• ,xN);AN +k(xN)})Åí J
 holds, where

         u. = or.(x.;A.), A.+i = A. + r.(x.,iL.) n f{ m g N-1.

   Now we imbed the expanded Markov problem Po(xo; O) into the family of subproblems
 {Pn(xn;An)}, where Pn(xn;An) denotes the controlled Markov chain starting at state
 (xn; An) from n-th stage on :

                 Maximize P.7.,A.(AN+k(XN)})g)

    P.(x.;A.) SUbjeCttO (i)mXm+1NP('IXm,ILm)
                          (i)ih Am+i=Am+rm(xm,2Lm) m=n,...,N-1
                          (ii). ze.EU.

 Here the maximization is taken for all expanded Markov policies or = {orn,...,orN-i} E

 H(n). We note that P.(x.; A.) has an equivalent nonterminal (additive) form :

                 Maximize P8.,A.(An+rn+'''+rN-i+k})!)
                 subjectto (i).,(ii). nz=n,...,N-1

 where the additional dynamics {(i)ih} is converted into the reward accumulation. Let
 wn(x.; A.) denote the maximum value of P.(x.; A.), where

                   wN(xiv;AAr) := P(AN +k li) d Xiv = xiv)•

 Then we have the backward recursive equation:

Theorem 3.1

            wn(x; A) == M,a.x 2wn" (y;A+ r.(x, ze))p(ylx, iL) (9)

                        YEX (x;A)EXxA., Of{nf{ N-1

            i""(XiA)=(6 of,thA,,+.,lp,(,X)}il! (XiA)EXXAN' (10)

   Let orfi(x;A) denote a maximizer in (9). Then we have an optimal oplicy 7' =
 {7o*,7i*,•••,orN-i} in expanded Markov class n. Further or* generates a general policy
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a* = {ao",ai ...,aN-i}, where aas(xo, xi,... ,x.) is specified as follows :

               zLo:==ar(xo;O), Ai:=O+ro(xo,zeo)

               iLl :== ai'(xi;Ai), A2 := Al + ri(xl,2Li)

               ILn-1:= a#-1(Xn-liAn-1), An:= An-1+rn-1(Xn-1,Zen-1)

               aA(xo, xi,••• 7xn) := aA(xn; An)•

Then we have the following result:

Theorem 3.2 (ju5, Theorem 6.11?
(i) The policy a* is optimal in general elass llg.
(ii) The maximum vaZue of empanded Markov class fi is equal to the maximum

general class "g :

                             wO(xoi O) == vo(Xo)•

(11)

value of

(12)

4 DualApproach
In this section, we show that an optimal (general) policy is also obtained through opti-

mization in the other expanded Markov class. We transform the original problem Qo(xo)
with the given lower level ! into an controlled Markov chain on new state space augmented

with threshold levels.
   First let us introduce the sequence of additional one-dimensional state variables {e.}oN

called threshold levels :

                       co :== !

                       Cn :-- -e-To-rl-'''-rnff1•

This is equivalent to the sequential dynamics :

              (i)Ai cn+1=:cn-rn(xn,ILn) n =O,•••)N-1, co=!.

It turns out that under the sequential constraint

                         ro + ri +•••+ rN-i +k }l !

if and only if

                                 k }i cN.

This yields the same probability

               P(ro + ri +•••+ rN-i +k }ir Åí) = P(k(XN) }l cN).

under appropriate conditions. Thus the introduction of threshold levels has reduced the
original threshold probability in Qo(xo) to the same terminal one.
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   Second we define threshold level sets {C.} :

                                              '           Co 4{co1co=!} where!isthegivenlowerlevel

           Cn4(cn C"7.:,-,,,TO(XOi,i`,2Z;,..-;)Z"I5t'ÅíXffl"Ze:-i).u) (13)

                                 n = 1,...,N.

Thus C. denotes the set of all possible threshold levels for the future process on stage-
interval [n, N]. Then we have the forward recursive formula :

Lemma 4.1

           Co = {!}

         Cn+i=={c-rn(x,ze)lcGC.,(x,2L)GXxU}OSnSN-1. (14)

   Finally we introduce a new controlled Markov chain on the expanded state spaces
{XxC.}g. Here the state variables {(X.;c.)} behave such that the first component
{X.} obeys the original Markov transition law p and the second follows the deterministic

dynamics c.+i :== c. - r.(x.,ze.). When the decision-maker chooses a decision 2L.(E U)

on (x.;c.)(E XxC.) at n-th stage, the next state random variable (X.+i;c.+i) will
take (x.+i;c.+i) with probability p(x.+ilx.,iL.) at (n + 1)-st stage, where c.+i = c. -

r.(z.,iL.). Thus this is the coupled dynamics (i)., (i)k' O S n S N - 1.

   Now we maximize the teTminal threshold probability on the expanded Markov chain :

               Maximize P.',,,(k(XN)2eN)

   Do(xo,c) SUbjeCttO (i)nXn+iNp('lxn,zen)
                        (i)tnt Cn+1=Cn-rn(Xn,ILn)7Co==! n==O)...,N-1

                        (ii)n 2LnEU

Let 7 = {To, ..., TN-i} be a sequence of Markov decision functions

                      Tn:XXCn ->U OSnSN-1

on the expanded state spaces. Then 7 is called an expanded Markov policy based upon
                                                        AAthreshold levels. The set of all expanded Markov policies is denoted by n. For any T(E n),

threshold probability is the partial multiple sum :

P.' ,,,(k(XN) 2}r cN) = 2])2••• 2 p(xilxo,uo)p(x21xi,zei)'''p(vNlxN-i,zeN-i)(15)

                   (xl,x2,...,xN)ik(xN)2cN

where the sequence of decisions in (15) is determined through T :

          Zeo = To(XolCo), ILI == Tl(XllCl), •••, ZeN-1 = 7N-1(XN-IICN-1)•

--  26 -



                    A dual approach in optimizing threshold probabilities

  Now we consider the subprocess from n-th stage to N-th governed by an expanded
                             AMarkov policy T = {7.,...,TN-i}. n(n) denotes the set of all such policies. Hence,
I[(O) = II. We note that the terminal probability of k(XN) ) cN under the condition

XN == xN becomes

            P(k->cATIXN=xAr)=(6 .kt(hX,",).i.i,,C" xNEX• (16)

Lemma 4.2 We have for anyOS n S IV-1, (xn;cn) E XXCn and7= {Tn,•••,TN-i} E
fi(n)

        Px'.,c.(k(XN)})CN) == 2Px'.'+i,c.+i(k(XN)})Civ)P(Xn+ilXn,2`n)

                           Xn-EX
where

    en+1=en-rn7 rn=rn(Xn)Zen)) ILn=Tn((rcniCn))                                               TI ={Tn+1)••')TIVff1}7
                'and P.'.' ,.. := P in (16? forT= {Tiv-i}.

  Proof ItsuMcestoverifytheequality

    2 2 ''' 2 p(xn+ilxn, zen)p(xn+21 zrn+i, zen+i)'''p(xArlxN-i7 iLN-i)

 (Xn+1,Xn+2,•••,XN);k(XN)2cN

 = 2[22'''2p(xn+21xn+i7iLn+i) p(xNlxN-i,iLN-i)lp(xn+ilxn,iLn),

   Xn+IEX L(Xn+2,••• ,XN)Ile(XN)}ICN j
where
        ze. :T.(x.;c.), c.+1 == c. - r.(x.,IL.) n g 77z g N- 1.

  Now let us imbed Do(xo; !) into the family ofsubproblems {D.(x.; c.)}, where D.(x.; c.)

is the controlled Markov chain starting at state (x.;c.) from n-th stage on :

                MaXiMiZe Px'.,c.(k(XN))CN)
    D.(x.;c.) SUbjeCttO (i)mXm+i'"p('lxm,ze.)

     • (i)imt cm+i=cm-rm(xm7ze.) m=n)...7N-1
             '                         (ii). ze.EU.

                         AHere the maximization is over ll(n). We see that the restoration of {(i)'.' } to reward

accumulation yields an equivalent nonterminal (additive) thershold probability form :

                  Maximize P.'.,..(rn+•''+rN-1+k2Cn)
                  subjectto (i).,(ii). m=n,...,N-1.

Let f.(x.; c.) denote the maximum value of D.(x.; c.), where

                  '                    fN(xNIcN) := P(k ;}l cNlXN == xN).

Then we have the backward recursive equation :

                               - 27 -
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Theorem 4.1

            fn (XI C) = \,a.X 2fn+i(y;c- rn(x, zL))p(ylx, iL) (17)

                        YEX (x;c)EXxC., Of{nS{ N-1

            f"(X'C)=(8 of,thki.X.)ii',! (x;c)EXxC"' (18)

   Let 7.(x;c) denote a maximizer in (17). Then we have an optimal policy 7 ==
                                       A{fo,it...,fN-i} in expanded Markov class ll. Further 7 generates a general policy
0 = {ao,5i,•••,5N-i}, where 0n(xo, xi,...,xn) is defined as follows :

               ILo := 7o(Xol!), Cl := !- ro(Xo,ZLo)

               ILI :== 71(Xl]Cl), C2 :== Cl - rl(Xl,Zel)

               ILn-1 := 7n-1(Xn-11 Cn-1), Cn :" Cn-1 - rn-1(Xn-1,ILn-1)

               an(Xo, Xl)••• 7Xn) : = 7n(Xni Cn)•

Then we have the following result:

Theorem 4.2
(i) The policy a is optimal in general class Hg.

                                           A(ii) The maximum value of expanded Markov class " is eq2Lal to the maxim2Lm value of
general class fig :

                             fo(xo;!)=vo(xo)• (20)
   Proof This is inductively shown in the similar fashion as for Theorem 3.2 (see
also [15, Theorem 6.1]).

5 DualityandConsistency
Now let us compare the primal approch with the dual. We have a complementary duality
between one expanded Markov problem based upon the cumulative rewards and the other
upon the threshold levels. Here we remark that, as for dynamic programming problem
itself, an optimal solzetion denotes a pair of optimal value functions and optimal policy.

Theorem 5.1 (Complementary duality theorem)
(i) For any A. E A. there exits c. E C. with Åí-sum property :

                               An+Cn=!• (21)
 Conversely for any c. E C. there exits A. E A. with g-szem property.

(ii) Further the optimal solution coincides each other :

            zun(xn;An)=fn(xn;cn), ty#(Xn;An)=fn(XnlCn) XnEX• (22)
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(iii) The optimal solution coicides each other in the sence ofc-su7n property :

             wn(xn;!-cn)=fn(xn;cn), orX(Xnlg-Cn):7n(XniCn) (23)
                                      (XnlCn)EXXCn, OSnSN•

That is

             fn(XniC-An)=IV"(XnlAn), fn(XnlC-An)='YA(XniAn) (24)
                                     (SCnjAn)EXXAn, O-<n-<N•

Theorem5.2 (Consistencytheorem)
The general policy a* generated through the optimal policy or* for one expanded Markov
problem based upon the c2LmiLlative rewards coincides with the general policy 5 generated

through the optimaZ policy 7 for the other based upon the threshold levels :

                                 a*-a. (25)

6 Bellman and Zadeh's Model
In this section, we illustrate two approaches on a three-state,

process with Bellman and Zadeh's data:
two-action and two-stage

X={Sl,S2,S3} U
 k(si)-=O.3 k(s2)
        ri(ai) = 1.0

        ro(ai) == O.7

  ILt =al

{ai,a2} N=2
1.0 k(s3)-O.8
ri(a2) = O.6

ro(a2) =: 1.0

        2Lt == a2

[VtXXt+1 Sl S2 S3

O.8 O.1 O.1
O.O O.1 O.9
O.8 O.1 O.1

CCtX iCt+1 Sl S2 S3

   We maximize the threshold probability that the total additive value is greater than or

equal to the lower level ! == 2.5 :

                   Maximize P8,(ro(Uo)+ri(Ui)+k(X2) 2 2.5)
                   subjectto (i)n Xn+1NP('IXn,Zen)                                                                      (26)
                                                   n == O,1
                             (ii)n ILnE{al,a2}

This problem, as an expectation problem of generized additive utility, is solved by two

dynamic programming methods and a stochastic multi-stage decision tree--table method
[13]. However this paper considers in the framework of threshold probability.
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6.1 Primalapproach
First, we have from (5) (or (6)) the cumulative sets

               Ao={O}, A,-{O.7,1.0}, A2={1.3,1.6,1.7,2.0}

while the cumulative rewards are

                 Ao=O, )ti==ro(uo), A2=ro(aLo)+ri(ILi)•

Then our problem is converted to

                  Maximize P.7,,A,(A2+k(X2)}2:2•5)

                  subjectto (i) Xn+1NP('1[Vn,2Ln)

                            (i)i An+1 = An + rn(ILn)

                           (ii) ILnE{al,a2}

where or = {oro,7i}•

   Second, by solving the recursive equation

             w2(x2;A2) = 1(A2+k(x2))

             wi(xi;Ai) = Max
                           Ul                              X2
             wO(xo;Ao) = Max
                           uo                              Xl
we have the optimal solution (Table 1) :

(Ao - O)

n = O,1

2) w2(v2; Ai + ri(ui))p(x2[xi, zei)

2 wi(v,l Ao + To(iLo))p(xilxo, tto)

w2(x2;A2) zui (xi;Ai) tyr(xi;Ai) wO(xoiO) 7o"(xo;O)

xnXAn 1.3 1.61.7 2.0 O.7 1.0 o

Sl

S2

S3

ooo o11 O.2ai
1.0ai
O.2ai

O.9a2
1.0ai
O.2ai

O.99

O.84
O.28

a2

a2

al

                      Table 1: Primal optimal solution

  Further we see from (11) that the optimal Markov policy 7* = {oro",ori*} generates the

general policy a* = {u6,ai*} where

                   ao*(si)=a2, ao*(s2)=a2, oo"(s3)=ai

                al*(sl)sl)==a2, al*(sl)s2)=al) al'(sl,s3)=al

                al*(s2,sl)=a2, al"(s27s2)=al, al'(s2,s3)=al

                al"(s3,sl)=al, al*(s3,s2)=al, al"(s3,s3)=al

Thus we have obtained an optimal policy a* through one invariant imbedding approach
in stochastic problem. We note that o* is not Markov because of ai"(s27si) l ai"(s3,si)•
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6.2 Dualapproach
First, we have from (13) (or (14)) threshold level sets

               Co-{2.5}, C,=={1.8,1.5}, C,=={1.2,O.9,O.8,O.5}

where threshold levels are

            co=2.5, ci==2.5-ro(zeo), c2=2.5-ro(zLo)-ri(ui)•

Then our problem

                   Maximize P.',,.,(k(X2)2c2) (co=2•5)
                   subjectto (i)n Xn+1NP('IXn,ILn)

                             (i)int Cn+1=:Cn-rn(Zen) n=O)1

                             (ii). ILnE{a17a2}

is reduced to the recursive equation

              f2(X2iC2) "= (6 if.thk,(,X.2i•,,->C2

              fi(XiICi) == ]YÅía,X2f2(x2;ci-ri(zel))p(x2lxi,iLi)

                            . X2
              fo(xo;co) = )YIIa,x2fi(xi;co-ro(iLo))p(xilxo,iLo)•

                            , Xl
   Second, the recursive equation yields the optimal solution (Table 2)

f2(X2lC2) fi(XiICi) fl(XliCl) fo(xo;2•5)7o(xo;2.5)
cnNcn 1.2 O.9O.8 O.5 1.8 1.5 2.5

Sl

S2

S3

ooo o11 O.2ai
1.0ai
O.2ai

O.9a2
1.0ai
O.2ai

O.99a2
O.84a2
O.28ai

                       Table 2: Dual optimal solution

   Further we see from (19) that the optimal Markov policy f = {fo,7i} generates the
general policy 5 = {tro, 0i} where

                   5o(sl)=a2, 0o(s2)==a2, 0o(s3)=al
                61(Sl,Sl)=a2, 01(Sl,S2)=a17 al(Sl,S3)=al
                al(S2,Sl)=a2, al(S2)S2)==al, 51(S2,S3)=al
                al(S3,Sl)=a17 01(S3)S2)=al, al(S3,S3)==al

Thus we have the optimal policy (nonMarkov!!) a" through the other invariant imbedding.

   The general policy cr* through the primal method coincides with the general policy tr

                                *-                               a == a.

                                - 31 -
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